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Richard Lester’s FRESCOBALDI series:

Volume 1 Harpsichord
Toccatas, Canzonas, Capriccios and Partites from 
Il primo libro di toccate, Il secondo libro di toccate e canzone.
Il primo libro di capricci.

Volume 3 Organ
Toccatas, Canzonas, Capriccios, Fantasies and Ricercars from 
Il secondo libro di toccate, Fiori Musicali and the Chigi manuscript

Volume 4 Harpsichord
Toccatas, Gagliardes, Correntes and Capriccios from 
Il primo libro di toccate, Il secondo libro di toccate and 
Il primo libro di capricci.

Visit www.frescobaldi.org.uk or www.wyastone.co.uk for release dates and 
track listings.
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Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643)   
 Volume 2
 
 RICHARD LESTER
 Harpsichord by Giovanni Battista Bonci (c.1619)

1 Five Gagliardes 5.32
2 Toccata Settima 4.47
3 Partite sopra l’Aria di Monicha 13.25
4 Partite sopra Ciaccona 1.25
5 Toccata Nona 5.33
6 Partite sopra Passacaglia 2.14
7 Toccata Terza 4.03
8 Toccata Quinta 5.02
9 Corrente & Ciaccona 1.24
10 Toccata Settima 3.49
11 Balletto e Ciaccona 1.19
12 Toccata Seconda 3.50
13 Toccata Sesta 5.46
14 Partite sopra l’Aria di Ruggiero 9.58
 Playing time 68.07
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Tracks 2-3, 7-9, 11, 13-14
Il primo libro di Toccate e Partite d’intavolatura di cembalo (1615-1616/37)

Tracks 1, 4-6, 10, 12
Il secondo libro di Toccate, Canzone.  Rome (1627/37)

Recorded by Raymond Fenton, Atkyns Sound.
This compilation c 2010 Wyastone Estate Limited  © 2010 Wyastone Estate Limited

Issued under license from the copyright owner Privilège Accord

VIDEO PROGRAMME
Richard Lester has created a supporting video to accompany this series. In a 20 
minute programme he discusses Frescobaldi’s life and expands on two aspects 
critical to the interpretation of his music—meantone and early fingering systems. 
Demonstrating on the ‘split’ key harpsichord used for this CD, he illustrates how 
the use of such apparently subtle differences can dramatically alter our 
appreciation of Frescobaldi’s complex musical language.

The video can be viewed online at www.frescobaldi.org.uk

Nimbus Records is also able to supply DVD copies of the video. Please send an 
e-mail to sales@wyastone.co.uk for more information.
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Richard Lester was described both by The Times and the Daily Telegraph as ‘one of 
our leading players’ and more recently acclaimed as ‘one of the greatest early music 
keyboard players of this or any other time.’ In 1981, Sir William Glock, former BBC 
controller of music invited him to perform a solo harpsichord recital at the Bath 
International Festival. Countless engagements at major international music festivals 
followed including the Bruges festival, Bath Bach festival and concerts at the 
Wigmore Hall, Royal Albert Hall, and in 2007 a sell out solo recital at London's 
South Bank Centre where regional Spanish dances were performed to the 
accompaniment of Scarlatti and Soler sonatas. Teaching posts have included 
Dartington International Summer School where he gave master classes, concerts and 
lectures. Lester’s Nimbus recordings of the only complete cycle of 600 or so Scarlatti 
sonatas have won international acclaim on an unprecedented level — especially in 
the United States and are frequently broadcast on BBC Radio Three and Classic FM.  
He is a respected academic and has devoted much time to the study of early Italian 
keyboard music. Nimbus has also released discs of sonatas by Seixas and Soler and 
Haydn sonatas on historical instruments which have also been wholeheartedly 
recommended.
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Cardinal Francesco Barberini owned many instruments housed in the Pallazzo della 
Cancelleria, his residence as vice-chancellor of the Church of San Lorenzo in Damso. 
Giovanni Battista Boni da Cortona was a harpsichord and organ builder, tuner and 
repairer who worked for the Barberini family and he features prominently in their 
archival records. He also trained other harpsichord makers, notably Girolamo Zenti 
who took over his position after Boni's death.

The Cardinal’s inventories amongst other instruments, also mention a chamber organ, 
a spinet and two harpsichords—one with three registers and another with a single 
register built by Giovanni Boni, who specialised in making instruments with split 
keys. The instrument on this CD, owned by Alexander Mackenzie of Ord, is one of 
three surviving single-brass strung harpsichords made by Boni in 1619, (the other 
two are those in the Brussell's Collection and that in the Vizcaya Museum in Florida), 
of the three, it is, in several aspects, unique. It is the only one of false inner/outer 
construction. Moreover, it also differs in its particular keyboard compass. Beginning 
with what is, in the bass, apparently, an extended form of short octave, the compass 
extends to C’’’; it differs again in the manner in which the particular split accidentals 
in the tenor and alto octaves are arranged. In addition to the more usual E-flats/D-
sharps, G-sharps/A-flats, it has B-flats/A-sharps—totalling 15 notes to these middle 
octaves. The more usually required accidentals being those in the front: with their 
less-often required chromatic counterparts at the back. The unusual arrangement of 
notes in the bass, with its two rare split naturals, may well have been a customised 
requirement of the original owner. The instrument is voiced in quill and the pitch is 
a little under 415Hz. It is a fascinating probability that during his employment in the 
Cardinal’s household in 1634, Frescobaldi performed on this harpsichord. I am 
indebted to Sandy Mackenzie for allowing the use of this beautiful instrument.
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A brief historical background
The Academy of Death: sounds like the title of a Hammer horror film doesn't it? 
Surprisingly, this was Frescobaldi's first appointment as organist at the age of 
fourteen in 1597, following in the footsteps of his teacher Luzzasco Luzzaschi and 
Ercole Pasquini. The Accademie della Morte in Ferrara was in fact a philanthropic 
society that employed its own musicians, presumably to provide entertainment for 
important functions. Originally a monastic order, the academy had provided solace 
to those condemned to death. Ferrara, where Frescobaldi was born in 1583 was 
second only to Venice in cultural significance in the late 16th century. Two Dukes, 
Ercole and Alfonso governed a Renaissance court that embraced poetry, art, music 
and dance, attracting many famous musicians including Josquin des Prez, Jacob 
Obrecht and later, Adrian Willaert. Frescobaldi, who had sung in the famous court 
choir as a boy, learned both the old Netherlands polyphony and the new, 
elaborately ornamented solo madrigal style under his teacher, Luzzasco Luzzaschi 
who was the most celebrated composer in Ferrara. Luzzaschi was also a master of 
the arcicembalo, a two manual harpsichord designed by Nicola Vicentino in 1555 
with nineteen notes to the octave that enabled experimentation in micro-tonality and 
just intonation taken to an almost absurd limit; it was probably a nightmare to play 
as well, being designed probably as an experimental instrument to test tuning 
theories. It may also have assisted in adjusting to the tuning discrepancies of singers 
and players.

In 1607 Frescobaldi was appointed organist at Santa Maria in Trastevere and later in 
the same year he journeyed to Flanders with Cardinal Guido Bentovoglio, the Papal 
nuncio who, recognising the composer's talents had become his patron. Flemish 
composers dominated the musical life of Europe at this time and most musicians 
worked in Italian courts that vied with one another to boast the best in the field. 
Frescobaldi's first set of madrigals was published in Antwerp in 1608 and dedicated 
to Cardinal Bentovoglio. On their return, the cardinal and his entourage would have 
returned via Luxembourg, Brussels, Basel, Lucerne, St Gothard and Milan where 
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Frescobaldi's first book of Fantasies was published. Although not especially mature 
works, they show the genius of a young mind and were probably intended to impress 
the Vatican authorities as an appointment at St Peter's was obviously on the horizon 
and Frescobaldi needed to show significant work in this direction. On his return to 
Rome, Frescobaldi's patronage was transferred from Guido to his brother Enzo as the 
former had become financially embarrassed owing to costly maintenance work on 
his extensive households abroad.

Frescobaldi was appointed organist of San Pietro in Vaticana in 1608, a post he held 
until his death in 1643. His fame preceded him and a contemporary account by 
Libanori refers to “this stupendous and marvellous Musician, and miraculous 
organist.” It is reported that 30,000 people attended his inaugural concert in St Peters. 
The Vatican authorities allowed him considerable time during his tenure to pursue 
his own interests. His modest salary was supplemented by teaching, but also by 
performing in the houses and palaces of the Cardinals.

In 1609, during his employment in Enzo's household, several rumours began to 
circulate concerning Frescobaldi and some indiscretions with certain ladies; one 
involving Angiola Zanibelli, an embroiderer who had singing lessons with 
Frescobaldi. There is some confusion here, but she may well have become pregnant 
by him and there was talk of marriage, actively encouraged by Enzo. Girolamo and 
his father claimed that Angiola's family were not of suitable lineage and after furious 
correspondence, negotiations failed. Another match was then arranged, this time by 
Enzo and the composer Giulio Caccini between “that young Ferrarese now Organist 
there at St Peter's” and Caccini's daughter, Settimia; but that again failed and we find 
the Bentivoglio household now distancing itself from Frescobaldi's services. 
However, on June 2nd 1612, the parish register of San Lorenzo in Lucina records the 
baptism of Frescobaldi's son Francesco by Orsola del Pino, daughter of Giovanni 
Travaglini, Milanese. Frescobaldi married Orsola on February 18th, 1613 in Santa 
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An interesting manuscript in the hand of Frescobaldi's colleague, Giovanni Battista 
Ferrini in the Vatican archives (Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. Mus. 569) 
shows how repeats were embellished; not only with trills but also by florid melodic 
decoration (diminutions) of an elementary line. Around 1640, Ferrini played second 
harpsichord to Girolanio in performances at the Oratorio del Crocifisso, a large 
hall-like building that attracted large crowds by presenting musical performances of 
a high standard.

Tuning and Temperament
The science and mathematics of tuning keyboard instruments using syntonic or 
Pythagorean commas is a complex subject. But it is important to understand that in 
the 17th century, modes governed composition: seven sharp keys and seven flat keys 
were not the norm. Over the centuries, temperament was modified to accommodate 
the modern key system and our ears are now accustomed to equal temperament; 
consequently meantone tuning which was practical in Frescobaldi's time may sound 
a little unusual on a first hearing. Quarter comma meantone, fifths are noticeably 
narrower compared to equal temperament fifths. There are eight pure major thirds; 
A-C sharp, B flat-D, C-E, D-F sharp, E flat-G, E-G sharp, F-A, and G-B. The remaining 
major thirds in the scale are then unacceptably sharp. To accommodate increasing 
experiments in microtonality and just intonation, harpsichords with split keys, quite 
common in Italy up until the 1640s, were built to facilitate more adventurous 
modulation.

Pitch varied considerably in Italy and was dependent on string material (brass or iron 
wire) which gives distinctly contrasting tonal effects. Research progresses on the 
subject and it appears that between Rome, Florence and Venice, ‘A’ varied between 
around 390Hz and 520Hz, possibly lower and even higher.
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Although several deliberations concerning fingering practices exist in Italian 
seventeenth century tutors and prefaces, little music actually includes fingerings. 
The study and practice of early fingering is a prerequisite in presenting these works 
in a more authentic way as it encourages consideration of smaller units which 
consequently affects articulation, shape and direction. The employment of early 
fingering award phrases greater respect allowing clearer and more distinct contours 
and in many instances highlights dissonances with greater intensity. Girolamo 
Diruta (II transilvanno 1593) gives comprehensive examples of “good” (buone) and 

“bad” (cattive) notes, explaining exactly which fingers to use in running passages; at 
times forcing the shorter finger over the longer digit which is most uncomfortable.

Adriano Banchieri (Conclusion! nel suona dell 'organo [1608]) contradicts Diruta 
with a preference for passing the longer finger over the shorter in both hands. As a 
rule I believe Banchieiri's method to be more practical. Thumbs were used, but not 
as freely as they are today, running thirds were played with the second and fourth 
fingers and sixths with 2 and 5. One must remember however that both treatises 
were written before Frescobaldi's revolutionary toccatas had hit the shops.

Ornamentation in Frescobaldi's music consists mainly of trills, either as a direct 
instruction (tr or t) or implied in a few oscillating semiquavers and other brief 
rhythmic patterns (anapaests and dactyls) either played as notated or protracted 
depending on context at the discretion of the performer. There is also strong 
evidence for inclusion of Florentine vocal ornamentation as laid down in the 
treatises of Caccini (1602), Mayone (1609), Rognoni (1620) and Fantini (1638), to 
name but a few. These tutors give detailed examples including repeated note trills 
(ribattuta di gola) and other passages that are naturally enhanced by free 
ornamentation of the melodic line, endorsing Frescobaldi's own advice in “the 
fashion of playing with song-like affects and with diversity of passages...” (Preface 
to Toccate e Partite d'intavolatura di cembalo)
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Maria in Via in relative secret, possibly owing to the fact that Orsola was yet again 
pregnant with a second child, born on July 22nd 1613 and called Maddalena. In 
1614 the Duke of Mantua of the house of Gonzaga, offered Frescobaldi a permanent 
position at court, but promises were broken and it turned out that the Gonzagas were 
a complete nightmare to work for - something also that Monteverdi had experienced; 
ignored and disillusioned, Frescobaldi immediately returned to Rome. The first book 
of Toccatas however was dedicated to the Duke, presumably as he had financed its 
publication. Several works from that volume are included on this CD. The Mantuan 
court made every effort to lure Frescobaldi back, but the offer was politely rejected. 
In 1615, Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini, a high ranking cardinal in the hierarchy of 
the papal court became his next patron. The Cardinal provided a house for the 
Frescobaldi family behind his palace around 1618 and in 1625, a parish census 
records Girolamo's household including his wife, four children, his mother-in-law, 
sister-in-law and five lodgers. During this period, mention is made of Frescobaldi 
performing for other patrons in the Roman palace of Cardinal Alessandro d'Este. In 
September 1619 a new harpsichord had arrived from Cardinal Borghese which 
apparently amazed all who heard it. This was clearly no ordinary instrument since 
Frescobaldi was the only person who could play it. The instrument was quite 
probably of the type mentioned earlier with extra keys. By 1628, Frescobaldi had 
become weary of Rome and an attractive offer from the court of the Grand Duke of 
Tuscany of the Medici family enticed the forty-five year old away from the Holy City 
to Florence - an absence that lasted six years. Having had his fingers burned once in 
Mantua, he sensibly requested everything in writing. This jaunt turned out to be 
extremely lucrative and he became the highest paid musician in Italy, teaching and 
playing. He also composed a set of Canzoni for a variety of instruments with a 
dedication to the Duke. Frescobaldi's final return to Rome was at the invitation of 
Cardinal Francesco Barberini, nephew to Pope Urban VIII, and a connoisseur of the 
arts and music, who was in a unique position also to patronize the great musician 
who performed regularly at his palace. By August 1634, Girolamo joined the 
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Cardinal's household and in 1635 the Fiori musicali, a collection of liturgical pieces 
that form a series of three organ Masses was published in Venice and dedicated to 
Francesco's younger brother, Antonio as a substantial financier.

The Music
If the toccatas of Libra primo di toccate present a few unexpected harmonic surprises 
and rhythmic twists, those in Secondo libra literally generate shock waves. Toccata 
Nona contains the most bizarre assortment of abrupt contrasts and textures; and in 
addition, a variety of polyrhythms that must surely rank as a 'first' in the history of 
music: nothing the English virginalists wrote is remotely comparable. An amusing 
postscript by Frescobaldi reads “Non senza fatiga si guinge al fine” (“Not without 
tiring does one reach the end”). The remaining toccatas represent Frescobaldi's 
flowering genius in the genre and demonstrate further his gift for innovation. 
Although the toccata arose from the improvisatory province of the performer, it 
nevertheless had its roots in the expression of the madrigal, indicated in 
Frescobaldi's preface to the toccatas ‘First; that this manner of playing must not 
remain subject to a beat, as we see practised in modern Madrigals, which although 
difficult are facilitated by means of the beat taking it now slowly, now rapidly, and 
even suspending it in the air, according to their affetti, or meaning of the words.’ 
Toccata Settima has an extraordinary sense of tonal progression, highlighted by 
dramatic dissonance, evoking a passionate outpouring of emotion that is rooted in 
the ‘affetti’ (a passion of the soul) of the madrigal. In Toccata Terza and Sesta, we 
briefly meet again our old acquaintance 'Amirilli' (heard in Toccata Nona in Volume 
1), a recurring motif in Frescobaldi's keyboard works. The variations sopra I 'Aria di 
Monicha of II libra primo are thought to be based on a tune originating in Italy but 
popular also in Germany, France, the Low Countries and England from the 16th to 
the 18th centuries. The title stems from an Italian text based on Madre, non mi far 
monaca and tells the story of a young girl forced into becoming a nun; a recurring 
theme in much folklore from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance. A version appears 
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in a keyboard manuscript collection of Canzonette e madrigal-ette spiritual! (1610) 
which I play before the variations begin. Ruggiero was a character in the famous 
poem by Ariosto, a court poet in Ferrara and it was thought that he was related in 
some way to the dukes of Ferrara. Like many Partites, the Aria forms a bass line over 
which a melody was improvised. Perhaps the variations are an early attempt at a 
tone poem, depicting in this case the rescue by Ruggiero of the princess Angelica, 
offered as a sacrifice to an Ore, a water dwelling monster. The Follia variations are 
a version of the Fedele, a pattern developed by Neapolitan writers. The tune is 
thought to be Portuguese in origin and until the 1670s was a fast and boisterous 
dance; later becoming the slower form that captured the imagination of Corelli, 
Vivaldi and CPE Bach. The Partite sopra Passacagli is a wonderful example of 
Frescobaldi's original harmonic thinking and rhythmic invention within the space of 
a brief but engaging few minutes. The Partite sopra Ciaccona, Balletto e Ciaccona 
and Corrente e Ciaccona, further display the popularity of dance; the latter two 
dances merging in convivial spirit. All these delightfully balletic pieces were late 
additions to the reprint that appeared in 1637 of Frescobaldi's first book of toccatas. 
Added to this vogue are the five Gagliardes, sprightly dances each beginning on a 
downbeat and consisting of two or three sections, some with rhythmic hemiolas that 
momentarily throw the triple meter into two. Their origins may have roots in the 
instrumental dances from Naples.

Performance Practices
Frescobaldi's music comes with his own flat pack instructions presented at the 
beginning of each opus; to begin with slowly arpeggiated chords - to dwell on 
certain notes - to repeat tied notes so as not to leave the instrument empty - to draw 
out cadences - to pause at the end of a trill - to pause before a leap; just a few of the 
many instructions that assist in the interpretation of these masterworks. After endless 
instructions and explicit notation, he then tells us that we can really play the music 
in whatever way we please; 'referring to the good taste and fine judgement of the 
player.....'
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Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643)
RICHARD LESTER - VOLUME 2

Harpsichord by Giovanni Battista Bonci (c.1619)
1 Five Gagliardes * 5.32
2 Toccata Settima 4.47
3 Partite sopra l’Aria di Monicha 13.25
4 Partite sopra Ciaccona * 1.25
5 Toccata Nona * 5.33
6 Partite sopra Passacaglia * 2.14
7 Toccata Terza 4.03
8 Toccata Quinta 5.02
9 Corrente & Ciaccona 1.24
10 Toccata Settima * 3.49
11 Balletto e Ciaccona 1.19
12 Toccata Seconda * 3.50
13 Toccata Sesta 5.46
14 Partite sopra l’Aria di Ruggiero 9.58

Il primo libro di Toccate e Partite d’intavolatura di cembalo
Il secondo libro di Toccate, Canzone *
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